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We present transmission-mode X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) measurements of elementspeciﬁc magnetic moments for Fe and V at the L2;3 edges in polycrystalline Fe1x Vx ultrathin ﬁlms. We
ﬁnd that the orbital-to-spin moment ratio of Fe does not change within experimental error. The V XMCD
is not very informative, and a nearly pure-spin type V impurity moment (1:0 mB =atom, antiparallel to
the Fe host moment) is assumed to match known magnetization data. Data are further reduced to a
two-sublattice model and found to be compatible with known spectroscopic splitting g-factor data in
the alloy. The results conﬁrm that the very low Gilbert damping, attained through the introduction of V
into epitaxial Fe1x Vx ﬁlms and found by ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), does not result from the
reduction of orbital moment content in the alloy.
& 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Fe1x Vx binary alloy system is unique among metallic
ferromagnets. Of the three ferromagnetic (FM)–paramagnetic
(PM) alloys whose moments adhere to the Slater–Pauling curve
[1], only Fe1x Vx features a strongly polarizable PM constituent. V
impurity moments are sizeable, 1:0 mB =atom at small V
concentrations, and oriented antiparallel to the Fe host moments
by Hund’s third rule [2,3]. Cu impurities in Co or Ni possess
moments an order of magnitude smaller and parallel to those of
the host. Element-speciﬁc magnetism in the Fe1x Vx system has
been studied over the years by neutron scattering [2,4–8] and abinitio calculations [3,9–12], with inconsistent results.
Recently, we have found that Fe1x Vx has the lowest Gilbert
damping of any known metallic ferromagnet, to G ¼ 35 MHz, 40%
lower than that known for pure Fe [13]. Low damping is beneﬁcial
for a host of applications in modern spin electronics, from efﬁcient
operation in spin momentum transfer (SMT) magnetic random
access memory (SMT-MRAM) [14], to proposed novel devices such
as the spin torque transistor (STT) [15], to longstanding devices
such as integrated, tunable notch ﬁlters [16,17]. Questions of
element-speciﬁc moments in the alloy gain new technological
relevance.
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Resolution of spin and orbital components of element-speciﬁc
moments is particularly relevant to understand the low Gilbert
damping seen in Fe1x Vx . A longstanding model by Kambersky
[18,19] relates the Gilbert relaxation rate G to the balance of spin
and orbital moments in the ferromagnet: zero damping is
predicted for pure-spin type moments. In Fe1x Vx , the balance of
moments begins with a small orbital component (10% of total)
in Fe; its variation with increasing x in Fe1x Vx is not well known.
While we have addressed this interpretation through (speciesaveraged) FMR-measured gyromagnetic ratios g eff , ﬁnding nearly
constant values over the x range of interest [13], the role of the
elemental moments of Fe and V in reducing G is still not clear.
X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) is an ideally suited
technique to answer these questions. Measured in transmission
mode, high-quality XMCD spectra can be obtained in the absence
of any possible yield saturation effects and ﬁeld-induced background drift [20,21] which may appear in total-electron-yield
(TEY) XMCD data. In Fe, Ni, and Co, element-speciﬁc orbital and
spin moments can be resolved through dichroism at L2;3 edges
using sum rules [22,23]. In naturally PM elements, such as V and
Cu, the orbital moment sum rule for induced moments is known
to hold to good approximation generally; however, the spin
moment sum rule is more complicated for light elements, such as
V, due to the presence of strong core–hole correlation effects
[24,25].
In this article, we present transmission-mode XMCD measurements of Fe and V at the L2;3 edges in polycrystalline Fe1x Vx
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2. Experiment
Polycrystalline alloys of Fe1x Vx (5 nm) ultrathin ﬁlms were
deposited onto commercially available, supported semitransparent Si3 Ni4 membrane windows (1.0 mm square and 75 nm thick),
by using UHV magnetron cosputtering from elemental Fe and V
targets at a base pressure of 4  109 Torr.
V-doped ultrathin Fe ﬁlms (5 nm thick), with doping levels of
0%, 5%, and 15%, were investigated in the study. All these ﬁlms
were grown with a 5 nm Ti seed and a 2 nm Ti cap layer to
improve growth and prevent oxidation, respectively. Atomic
ﬂuxes of each sputtering source to the substrate, operating
separately, were calibrated using a quartz crystal monitor, located
in front of the substrate position, immediately prior to ﬁlm
deposition. Rates for each alloy composition were subsequently
calibrated using the atomic force microscopy (AFM).
L2;3 -edge XMCD spectra of Fe and V were measured in
transmission mode at the UV ring of the National Synchrotron
Light Source (NSLS), Brookhaven National Laboratory, soft X-ray
Beamline U4B. XMCD was measured for ﬁxed circular photon
helicity, 70% polarization, with pulsed magnetization switching
ðH ¼ 280 OeÞ at the sample; photon incidence was ﬁxed at 45
with respect to the sample normal. The samples were mounted
with magnetic easy axis almost along the applied ﬁeld direction.
Measurements were taken at remanence (held at zero ﬁeld),
where the transmitted intensity was read at a soft X-ray sensitive
photodiode and normalized to an incident intensity at a reference
grid. In order to correct for any drift in the monochromator which
may lead to derivative-like artifacts in XMCD, XMCD measurements with H þ ðMþÞ measured ﬁrst and H  ðMÞ measured
second were averaged with measurements taken in reversed order
(‘‘duplex mode’’) [21]. The MCD data were divided by the factor of
0:70 cos 45 to correct for non-grazing incidence and incomplete
circular polarization. Background spectra IS ðoÞ from the bare
Si3 N4 (membrane)/Ti(7 nm) were recorded for each energy
interval and applied in the background subtraction. All XMCD
measurements were carried out at room temperature.
Fe XMCD hysteresis loops were taken by setting the photon
energy to the L3 peak of Fe at 707.2 eV. The ratio of remanence-tosaturation ﬁeld ðMr =Ms Þ will be estimated and used to obtain a
calibration factor for the calculation of Fe orbital and spin
moments.

3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 shows Fe XMCD hysteresis loops for Fe1x Vx ultrathin
ﬁlms. The ratios of remanence-to-saturation ﬁeld ðMr =M s Þ are
estimated to be 0.65 for pure Fe, 0.92 for Fe0:95 V0:05, and 0.73 for
Fe0:85 V0:15 . The remanent fraction has an estimated error of 5%.
XMCD spectra were taken in remanence, so these ratios will be
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Fe XMCD hysteresis loops for pure Fe (top), Fe0:95 V0:05
(middle) and Fe0:85 V0:15 (bottom) ultrathin ﬁlms.

used as calibration factors for calculation of Fe orbital and spin
moments by means of sum rules.
According to sum rules [22,23], the magnitude of elemental
moments is proportional to the magnetic circular dichroism
(MCD, difference in absorption on magnetization switching)
normalized to the X-ray absorption (XAS, averaged for magnetization switching). Spin-to-orbital moment ratios are given by the
relative weight of MCD at the L3 edge (p) to that at the L2 edge (q);
r denotes summed XAS above background. At the L2;3 edges of
transition metals (e.g., Fe), orbital and spin moments are given by
(neglecting the hT^ z i=hS^ z i term, c ¼ 1; l ¼ 2 [23])
morb ¼

4qð10  n3d Þ M s

,
3r
Mr

(1)

mspin ¼

ð6p  4qÞð10  n3d Þ Ms

,
r
Mr

(2)

where n3d is the 3d electron occupation number of the speciﬁc
transition metal atom. M r =M s is the calibration factor due to the
in-remanence detection mode, obtained from the Fe XMCD
hysteresis loops (see Fig. 1). Detailed data analysis needed for
the application of the sum rules to the transmission-mode XMCD
spectra can follow the established procedure of Chen et al. [20]
and our previous work [21].
Fig. 2 shows the L2;3 -edge MCD and summed XAS spectra of V
and their integrations calculated from the spectra for the
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Fig. 2. (Color online) L2;3 -edge transmission XAS and MCD spectra of V in
Fe0:85 V0:15 ultrathin ﬁlm: summed XAS spectra and its integral (top); MCD spectra
and its integral (bottom). The ambiguity of the p position are due to the presence of
a small spin–orbit splitting ð6:8 eVÞ and a strong electron core–hole interaction.

Fig. 3. (Color online) L2;3 -edge transmission XAS and MCD spectra of Fe in pure Fe
ultrathin ﬁlm: summed XAS spectra and its integral (top); MCD spectra and its
integral (bottom).

Fe0:85 V0:15 ultrathin ﬁlm. The branching ratio of the summed XAS
spectrum of V is close to 1:1 due to the presence of a strong
electron core–hole interaction [24], similar to that of the
previously reported XAS spectra of V in the disordered
Fe0:90 V0:10 alloy measured by TEY-mode XMCD [26]. The L2;3
edges of the summed V XAS spectrum partially overlap due to the
small spin–orbit splitting ð6:8 eVÞ of the core states, which also
leads to a complicated shape of the V dichroism. The presence of
two additional non-V absorption peaks above 530 eV in the
summed V XAS spectrum may arise from the K edge absorption of
oxygen. For the V MCD spectrum, the noisy V dichroism is
probably due to the low V concentration in the sample. Contrary
to the Fe dichroism in the same sample shown in Fig. 5, the V
dichroism reveals a positive onset at the L3 edge and a negative
intensity at the L2 edge, which indicates an antiparallel alignment
between Fe host moment and induced V impurity moment, in
agreement with previous experiments [2,26,27].
Assuming a value of n3d ¼ 3:56 for V [26], we apply sum rules
[22,23] to the V XMCD spectra to determine the projected orbital
ðmVorb Þ and spin ðmVspin Þ moment values for V element. We ﬁnd the
induced V impurity moment in the Fe0:85 V0:15 ultrathin ﬁlm is
composed of an orbital part of 0:06  0:03 mB =atom and an
antiparallel aligned spin part of 2:5  2 mB =atom, with the
experimental uncertainty estimated by taking p, q, and r integrals
over slightly different portions of the pre-edge and post-edge
regions. The signiﬁcant experimental error bars of the application
of sum rules to the V XMCD spectra come primarily from the
ambiguity of the p position, due to the presence of a small
spin–orbit splitting ð6:8 eVÞ and a strong electron core–hole
interaction which leads to apparent overlap of the L2;3 edges [24].
In addition, the noise in the V dichroism and the additional non-V
features in the summed V XAS spectrum will probably introduce

some small artiﬁcial magnetic background signals in the V XMCD
spectra and further reduce the reliability of the results of the sum
rules analysis. The observed V impurity moment (mV , calculated
by Eq. (5)) is larger than the value of 0:18 mB =atom determined
by TEY-mode XMCD for a disordered Fe0:90 V0:10 alloy [26]. The
error bar of mV only catches the edge of the value of
0:82 mB =atom determined by polarized neutron diffuse scattering for a polycrystalline Fe1x Vx sample with x ¼ 0:15 [2]. We
believe that the discrepancy illustrates the difﬁculties in applying
the spin sum rule for L2;3 edges of early 3d elements [24,25,28].
Figs. 3–5 shows the L2;3 -edge MCD and summed XAS spectra of
Fe and their integrations calculated from the spectra for each of
the Fe1x Vx samples. Assuming a value of n3d ¼ 6:6 for Fe [20,29],
we apply sum rules [22,23] to the Fe XMCD spectra to determine
Fe
the projected orbital to spin moment ratios ðmFe
orb =mspin Þ, as well as
Fe
the individual projected orbital ðmorb Þ and spin ðmFe
spin Þ moment
values for Fe element. Results are listed in Table 1, where the
Fe
experimental error bars are estimated to be 5% for mFe
orb =mspin and
Fe
Fe
10% for morb and mspin .
As shown in Table 1, the total projected Fe moment (mFe ,
calculated by Eq. (4)) estimates are found to be 1:69 mB =atom for
pure Fe, 1:63 mB =atom for Fe0:95 V0:05, and 1:51 mB =atom for
Fe0:85 V0:15 . The observed Fe moment value for 5 nm pure Fe is
smaller by 0:5 mB =atom than the reported value of 2:2 mB =atom
for bulk Fe [1]. We attribute this to reduced Fe moments due to
intermixing in the Ti seed and cap layer [29]. In addition, we
assume similar moment reduction effects from Ti intermixing in
all the Fe1x Vx alloys.
The estimates of Fe moment assume a constant number of
d-holes ð10  n3d Þ for Fe in the Fe1x Vx alloy series. Using this
assumption, we ﬁnd a linear decrease of Fe moments with
increasing V concentration over the measured range of
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Table 1
Fe
Projected orbital (mFe
orb ) and spin (mspin ) magnetic moments of Fe element in pure

40

Fe, Fe0:95 V0:05 , and Fe0:85 V0:15 ultrathin ﬁlms, as well as orbital to spin moment
Fe
Fe
Fe
ratios (mFe
orb / mspin ) and total projected Fe moment of mFe ¼ morb þ mspin .
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Fig. 4. (Color online) L2;3 -edge transmission XAS and MCD spectra of Fe in
Fe0:95 V0:05 ultrathin ﬁlm: summed XAS spectra and its integral (top); MCD spectra
and its integral (bottom).
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mFe
spin (mB =atom)

1.60
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1.69
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1.51

0pxp0:15, with the rate of 0:012 mB per %V (1:2 mB per V
atom).
In Table 2, we list composition-dependent estimates of Fe
moment change ðDmFe Þ, V impurity moment ðmV Þ and total
moment change ðDmtotal Þ in Fe1x Vx alloys for V composition up
to 30%. Data are taken from our transmission-mode XMCD
measurements and collected from the literature, including
experimental and theoretical values from the various techniques
[2,4–12,26]. The total moment ðmtotal Þ estimates of Fe1x Vx can be
calculated by the following equations:
mtotal ¼ ð1  xÞ  mFe þ x  mV ,

(3)

Fe
mFe ¼ mFe
orb þ mspin ,

(4)

mV ¼ mVorb  mVspin ,

(5)
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Fig. 5. (Color online) L2;3 -edge transmission XAS and MCD spectra of Fe in
Fe0:85 V0:15 ultrathin ﬁlm: summed XAS spectra and its integral (top); MCD spectra
and its integral (bottom).

where the relative alignment of the orbital and spin moment of Fe
and V obeys Hund’s third rule. The negative sign of mV that
appeared in Table 2 indicates an antiparallel alignment between
Fe and V moments. As shown in Table 2, the estimated reduction
in Fe moments (1:2 mB per V atom) from our transmission-mode
XMCD is on the highest end of the range predicted by ab-initio
calculations [9,10,12] and reported in previous neutron scattering
measurements [2,4–8].
Including the compositional dependence of Fe moment into
Eq. (3) and ignoring the second-order term, the total moment of
Fe1x Vx alloy can be approximated by
Fe
Fe
V
mtotal  mFe
0  ½m0  Dm  m   x,

mFe
0

(6)
mFe
0

where
denotes Fe moment value for pure Fe. Assuming

2:23 mB =atom in Eq. (6), the estimated Fe moment reduction of
1:2 mB
per V atom would seem to imply that
mV  þ0:14 mB =atom, when reconciled with previously reported
magnetization data of mtotal  ð2:23  3:29  xÞ mB =atom for
Fe1x Vx alloys [30]. This value of mV is inconsistent with Hund’s
third rule, which predicts V impurity moments to be oriented
antiparallel to the Fe host moments. As discussed before, the V
XMCD was not very informative, where signiﬁcant experimental
error bars exist due to the difﬁculties in applying spin sum rules to
the V XMCD spectra. Therefore, if instead one assumes an
estimated V impurity moment value of 1:0 mB =atom [2,3] in
Eq. (6), only a small Fe moment reduction of 0:06 mB per V atom
would be needed in order to match previously reported
magnetization data for Fe1x Vx alloys [30]. We regard the latter
interpretation as more sensible due to the absence of data for
compositional-dependent d-hole numbers of Fe in the alloy.
It is well known that the orbital-to-spin moment ratio
ðmorb =mspin Þ is more easily derived from XMCD. Using sum rules,
Fe
we have determined the mFe
orb =mspin estimates as 0.055 for pure Fe,
0.049 for Fe0:95 V0:05, and 0.051 for Fe0:85 V0:15 (shown in Table 1).
These values agree within a constant value of 0:049  0:005.
In a two-sublattice model [10,31,32], the species-averaged
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Table 2
Compositional dependence of Fe moment change (DmFe ), V impurity moment (mV ) and total moment change (Dmtotal ) in Fe1x Vx alloys.
Technique

x

DmFe ðmB =atom VÞ

mV ðmB =atomÞ

Dmtotal ðmB =atom VÞ

Neutron diffraction [4–6]
Unpolarized neutron scattering [7,8]

Dilute limit
0.06
0.10
0.15
0.21
0.06
0.10
0.15
0.21
0.10
0.05
0.15
Fe-rich region
Fe-rich region
0.10
0.20
0.30
Dilute limit
Fe-rich region

0.10
0:3  0:6
0:4  0:3
1:1  0:2
1:5  0:2
0:4  0:4
0:1  0:3
0:2  0:3
0:4  0:2

0.90
0:56  0:07
0:66  0:06
0:10  0:06
0:15  0:07
1:11  0:05
1:07  0:06
0:82  0:08
0:76  0:06
0.18

2:76  0:04
2:84  0:03
2:16  0:03
1:75  0:04
3:35  0:03
3:30  0:03
3:00  0:06
2:89  0:03

Polarized neutron scattering [2]

TEY-mode XMCD [26]
Transmission-mode XMCD
CPA calculations [9]
Green-function method [10]

Lloyd’s formula [11]
First-principles DV method [12]

1.2
1.2
0.18
0.21
0.40
0.95
1.5

2:4  2
1.71
1.07
0.40
0.27
0.96
0.86

0.36

3.70
3.40
3.57
3.37

Data are taken from our transmission-mode XMCD measurements and collected from the literature, including experimental and theoretical values from the various
techniques.

orbital-to-spin moment ratios ðmorb =mspin Þ for the entire Fe1x Vx
ﬁlms can be obtained by

2.3

Two-sublattice model

(7)

where the orbital moments of Fe and V are oriented parallel but
the spin moments are aligned antiparallel, conﬁrmed by the
orbital sum rules and the opposite sign of L3 onsets for Fe and V
XMCD spectra in the sample. Furthermore, the orbital-to-spin
moment ratios ðmorb =mspin Þ can be related to the spectroscopic
splitting g-factor ðg eff Þ by [33–35]


m
(8)
g eff ﬃ 2  1 þ orb .
mspin
Based on Eqs. (7) and (8), using the previously reported
magnetization data for Fe1x Vx alloys [30], the observed orbitalto-spin moment ratio of 0:049  0:005 for Fe, and assuming mFe
0 
2:23 mB =atom and zero orbital moment (pure spin) on V sites, the
estimates of g eff for the entire Fe1x Vx ﬁlms can be approximated
by


0:10  ð1  xÞ
.
(9)
g eff  2  1 þ
ð2:23  3:29  xÞ  0:10  ð1  xÞ
Based on Eq. (9), the estimates of g eff are calculated up to x ¼ 0:55
and plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of V doping concentration x. The
previous reported g eff values for the entire epitaxial Fe1x Vx ﬁlms
(8 and 50 nm, respectively) by FMR [13] are also included for
comparison. As shown in Fig. 6, g eff increases very slowly with
increasing V doping concentration x over the small concentrations
of 0pxp0:20 but increases more rapidly at higher concentrations
up to x ¼ 0:55, in reasonable agreement with those found by FMR
[13] within experimental error. This increasing trend in the
change of g eff as a function of x conﬁrms that the very low Gilbert
damping found in epitaxial Fe1x Vx ﬁlms by FMR [13] is not
attributable to orbital moment reduction in the alloy.
We summarize the picture of the Fe–V system which emerges
from our transmission-mode XMCD measurements. We ﬁnd
nearly constant morb =mspin values on Fe (0:049, over the
measured range of 0pxp0:15 in the Fe1x Vx alloys). The V XMCD
is not very informative, and a nearly pure-spin type V impurity
moment (1:0 mB =atom, antiparallel to the Fe host moment) is
assumed to match known magnetization behavior. This picture is

FMR (50 nm)
FMR (8 nm)

2.2
geff

V
ð1  xÞ  mFe
morb
orb þ x  morb
ﬃ
,
V
mspin
ð1  xÞ  mFe

x

m
spin
spin

2.1

2.0

0.0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

x
Fig. 6. (Color online) Compositional dependence of spectroscopic splitting g-factor
ðg eff Þ for the entire Fe1x Vx (5 nm) ultrathin ﬁlms determined in a two-sublattice
model. Previously reported g-factor values for the entire epitaxial Fe1x Vx ﬁlms (8
and 50 nm, respectively) by FMR [13] are included for comparison.

consistent with g eff data within a two-sublattice model; we do not
rely on the XMCD-derived value for the induced V impurity
moment in this picture. The total Fe moment analysis from XMCD,
however, yields a linear reduction of Fe moment with V addition
(by 1:2 mB per V atom) which is unphysical; we regard it as an
artifact resulting from the assumption of constant n3d for Fe in the
Fe1x Vx alloy series. The results conﬁrm that the very low Gilbert
damping found in epitaxial Fe1x Vx ﬁlms by FMR does not result
from the reduction of orbital moment content in the alloy.

4. Conclusion
We have performed transmission-mode XMCD measurements
in polycrystalline Fe1x Vx ultrathin ﬁlms over the range of
0pxp0:15. Element-speciﬁc orbital, spin, and total magnetic
moments have been estimated for Fe and V using sum rules
analysis. Salient results are nearly constant morb =mspin values on Fe
(0:049, over the measured range of 0pxp0:15 in the Fe1x Vx
alloys). The V XMCD is not very informative, and nearly pure-spin
type V impurity moment (1:0 mB =atom, antiparallel to the Fe
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host moment) is assumed to match known magnetization
behavior. Data are found to be compatible with spectroscopic
splitting g-factor data in the alloy within a two-sublattice model.
The results conﬁrm that the very low Gilbert damping found in
epitaxial Fe1x Vx ﬁlms by FMR is not attributable to orbital
moment reduction in the alloy.
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